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Cat Quiz: 12 Fascinating Questions with Answers about Pets

  

  1. What is the name of a large breed of fluffy cat with tassels on its ears?

Maine Coon

Persian cat

Russian blue cat

2. What is the science of cats called?

Cynology

Felineology

Hippology
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3. Who is the author of the fairy tale The Cat That Walked by Himself?

Hans Christian Andersen

Gianni Rodari

Rudyard Kipling

Wilhelm Hauff

4. What is the name of the Russian breed of tailless (short-tailed) cats?

Kuril Bobtail

Siberian cat

Russian blue cat

Uralian rex

5. Which country's coat of arms depicted a cat as a symbol of independence?

France

Spain

Holland

Austria

6. What was the name of a film made in the United States in 1958, starring Elizabeth Taylor and Paul
Newman?

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

The cat that walked on its own

That wild cat

Black cat, white cat

7. What is the name of a group of hairless cat breeds?

Pharaohs

Sphinxes

Hyksos

Tutankhamuns

8. Which country of ancient civilizations worshipped cats as a symbol of fertility?
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China

Ancient Egypt

Mesopotamia

India

9. Which Chinese sage, who loved cats, owned the saying "It's very hard to find a black cat in a dark room,
especially if it's not there!"?

Lao-tzu

Confucius

Mo-tzu

10. What is the name of a breed of cat that resembles a lynx?

Caracal

Devon Rex

Maine Coon

11. Which are the largest of the domestic cats?

Savannah and Maine Coon

British cat

Chartreuse

12. Can a cat see in total darkness?

No

Yes
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Cat Quiz: 12 Fascinating Questions with Answers about Pets

Right answers

  1. What is the name of a large breed of fluffy cat with tassels on its ears?
  Maine Coon
  2. What is the science of cats called?
  Felineology
  3. Who is the author of the fairy tale The Cat That Walked by Himself?
  Rudyard Kipling
  4. What is the name of the Russian breed of tailless (short-tailed) cats?
  Kuril Bobtail
  5. Which country's coat of arms depicted a cat as a symbol of independence?
  Holland
  6. What was the name of a film made in the United States in 1958, starring Elizabeth Taylor and Paul
Newman?
  Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
  7. What is the name of a group of hairless cat breeds?
  Sphinxes
  8. Which country of ancient civilizations worshipped cats as a symbol of fertility?
  Ancient Egypt
  9. Which Chinese sage, who loved cats, owned the saying "It's very hard to find a black cat in a dark
room, especially if it's not there!"?
  Confucius
  10. What is the name of a breed of cat that resembles a lynx?
  Caracal
  11. Which are the largest of the domestic cats?
  Savannah and Maine Coon
  12. Can a cat see in total darkness?
  No
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